
A CALL FOR NATIONAL EMERGENCY
 MEETINGS ON THE BORDER MIGRANT CRISIS

People throughout the country, indeed the world, are appalled by the conditions for migrant and
immigrant workers at the U.S. Mexican border.  Only Trumpites show racist callous disdain for caged

children and dying people.
Thousands took to the streets to oppose these conditions while the white supremacist President

Trump led a military parade in DC to try and bully the world into silence. But people are rising and
resisting.

Now we must address the root causes of this crisis.
Join FIRE (Fight for Im/migrant & Refugees Everywhere) in EMERGENCY MEETINGS ACROSS THE

COUNTRY to build the movement for people power. If you believe that people power can stop this
horror, then come to these meetings. If you believe that all cages should be shut down, not just

those incarcerating migrants and their children, then come to these meetings. Mass incarceration is
a crime just as heinous as the caging of migrant children.

We can no longer tolerate a militarized border, the deaths of trans migrants or the scenes of dead
parents with their children. Democrats may be genuinely appalled by these conditions, but who can

stop this? Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is right in calling out the racist agents as rogues. But how many
are not rogue?

Unfortunately, we cannot rely on Congress to fix the problems they created. They just threw an
obscene $4 billion at ICE with no conditions!  

We must be inspired and look to the power of the Wayfair workers walking out on the job for their
CEO's refusal to stop furnishing detention centers. We must look to people like those facing felony

charges in Arizona for merely providing water to migrants, and the thousands creating rapid
response networks for the undocumented.

It is our collective labor that will bring about real change.

NO MORE CONCENTRATION CAMPS
IMMEDIATE ASYLUM FOR ALL REFUGEES

LET THE FAMILIES IN
END MASS INCARCERATION

NO BORDERS IN THE WORKERS STRUGGLE
END U.S. IMPERIALIST INTERVENTION

ABROAD
For more information join FIRE at these important events:

- July 12-16 National Demonstrations against War Abroad and at 
Home in cities throughout the country

- Sept 21-28 Global Strike Against Climate Change at the UN, NYC
- Sept 22 Rally against colonialism in Puerto Rico at the UN
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